PLEASE SIGN AND ATTACH TO MAILING OR E-MAIL

Broadcast permission (RauteMusik Webcasting)
Non-exclusive permission to broadcast, to duplicate for broadcasting purposes and to run an archive for internal distribution
containing provided materials.
Licenser* hereby confirms: a) The provided materials are clean in means of copyright and royalty clearing with the EU. b) That it
does not contain neither political/national propaganda, racism, pornographic language, harassment or other lewd lyrics neither
samples of speeches of similar nature as this might collide with German jurisdiction.

© 2009 C. Romanowski - Nachdruck/Weiterverwendung nur mit schriftlicher Genehmigung des Autors.

Licenser* permits On-Demand-Distribution of provided materials among staff members, i.e. DJ, editors etc. by adding to a closedshop-archive. Access to this archive is granted for verified staff members for promotional activities on-air and on the website only.
This permission is void upon single request with a grace of two weeks until final deletion from archive. Licenser permits also nonexclusive usage of image copyrights (Disc-Cover, official pictures of the artist(s)) on the RauteMusik.FM website.

LABEL/POOL:

……………………………………………..……………………

ARTIST:

……………………………………………..……………………

ALBUM/TITLE:

……………………………………………..……………………

BIEM/ASCAP**

yes
yes

Club-Plus***

no**
no

(or other local societies signed)

** = Licenser accepts that royalties are paid lump-sum to German Royalty Societies (GEMA/GVL(IFPI)) without track-based distr. plans.
*** = DJs may use materials on off-air gigs and bookings, i.e. in clubs, bars, concert events etc.

LIZENSER*:
Name:

Provision via:

………………………………………………..
………………………………………………..

Street:

………………………………………………..

ZIP/City:

………………………………………………..

Country:

………………………………………………..

Phone:

………………………………………………..

E-Mail:

………………………………………………..

Download by e-mail (URL, FTP etc.)
CD mailing
other: …………………………
Note: Only 192kbps CBR, 44.1 Khz stereo
encoded MP3 is accepted.
MySpace and One-Click-Hosters are not
welcome (due to German law).

I confirm that I am authorized by the owner(s) of the materials to sign this permission. Licensee may use materials as
described above and free of charge until written revocation. No further rights are being transferred. If any part of this
permission is not applicable, a replacement clause with same or similar intent shall be found. This permission is given
under German jurisdiction and only that can apply. Lawsuits are limited to Aachen City Court under German law.

……………………………, …………………………
Place, date and signature

………………………………………………..
PLEASE SIGN AND ATTACH TO MAILING OR E-MAIL

LICENSER

LICENSEE

Licenser may be author or representative of the holder
of publishing rights and/or copyright. For signed works,
label/publisher ONLY may sign this permission.
Signator adheres for any implications coming from
unlawfully given permission and will be held liable for
any claims demanded. Licensee takes this permission
bona-fide.

RauteMusik GmbH
Römerstraße 41-43
D-52064 Aachen
Directors: Yehya El Omari, Timo Mauter
General Contact: promotion@rautemusik.fm

